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TUTIS VReddo:
Alliance Agreement with Orcoda Limited

TUTIS VReddo and Orcoda Limited have entered into an Alliance Agreement to
integrate and cross-sell their products as a unified solution to their respective
customers.
OWLS is Orcoda’s patented booking system for personnel supply chains that is based
on Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) that is in turn integrated into clients’ existing
personnel systems via APIs. OWLS manages the “white space” between existing
personnel supply chains and linking multiple databases on one central operating
platform, with the ability to track the movement and compliance of each worker through
the onboarding, mobilisation and worksite management cycle. OWLS has been used
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in large scale infrastructure and natural resources projects in Australia. In addition to
OWLS, Orcoda also owns and operates the Orcoda Logistics Management
Platform (OLMS) that is used in the healthcare and transport logistics segments.
Chris Wright, CEO of TUTIS VReddo, said: “We are excited about our alliance with
Orcoda. We believe there are significant cross-selling opportunities between TUTIS
VReddo and Orcoda and are looking forward to working closely with the Orcoda team.”
TUTIS VReddo, founded in 2016, is an Australia-based workforce training and
compliance management software company for asset intensive and highly regulated
industries, such as mining, processing and registered training organisations. The
TUTIS VReddo platform provides a range of training delivery formats including virtual
reality enabled modules with a solution spanning from project resourcing and skills
management, through mobilization and induction, to training and assessment
management and onto certification, authorization, site access and site compliance.
Geoff Jamieson, Orcoda Managing Director, said: “TUTIS VReddo is a
tremendous fit with our Orcoda Workforce Logistics Platform (OWLS), offering our
clients an integrated personnel onboarding and compliance front-end solution. With
TUTIS VReddo’s API into OWLS, our clients will have full visibility and real time update
of their workers’ onboarding, VR training and compliance status to help them to
efficiently manage their subsequent mobilisation and deployment of their workforce.”
If you would like to learn more, specifically the benefits that can now be enjoyed
through this alliance, please don’t hesitate to contact us.
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